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Residents from the Peninsula have sent a clear message to the Central Coast Council Administrator that Blackwall
Reserve is an important community asset and should not be sold to solve Council’s financial crisis.

17 May 2021
 
More than 70 people gathered at Blackwall on Saturday to object to the proposed sell off of the Council owned reserve in
Memorial Avenue.
 
An Aboriginal smoking ceremony opened the meeting.
 
Various speakers emphasised  the uniqueness of this remnant forest and how important it was to the local community.
 
Claire Rickell from WIRES spoke of its importance, not just as a microbat habitat and flying fox foraging area but also as a
refuge for other animals including possums and birds.
 
Norm Harris from Australian Conservation Foundation was concerned about the need for more green spaces like this reserve to
counteract the heat sink effect on the peninsula and the speaker from GUST (Grow Urban Shade Trees) described their
voluntary work planting trees and the inestimable value of mature trees such as those remaining in this reserve, not least the
possibility of seed harvesting.
 
The Community Environment Network also showed their support and shared their concern with the possible loss of the
vegetation.
 
Participants decorated the trees with paper hearts as a token of the community’s love for these forest giants and to express their
hope that they will survive and not just become part of another jungle of tar and cement.

Hands off our reserve

Peninsula residents gather to protest the proposed sale of Blackwall Reserve


